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1. FALL SPORTS 
 
1.1.  SOCCER 

Small-sided standards are youth games played with less than 11 players on each team. 
Playing with less players on the field means that players are constantly involved in play and 
provided with more opportunities for touches on the ball and overall player development. Not 
only are there fewer players, but small-sided games also use smaller fields, goals and balls, 
shorter game times and some different rules to optimize the game for younger players.  

With fewer players on the field, players have a greater opportunity to play more meaningful 
minutes. They will be involved in the game, with or without the ball, much more than in a full-
sided game, creating more chances for learning and improvement. Reading the game and 
decision making are some of the most important qualities for a player that will benefit from 
playing small sided games. The new standards also cater to the physiological needs of each 
age group. Having consistent standards across the country allows players to develop on a 
level playing field and allows U.S. Soccer to better serve and educate parents, players, 
coaches, referees and clubs. 

In addition to the number of players and varying physical dimensions of fields, small -sided 
games will also have some different rules. Starting at the U-10 level, games will use build-
out lines. A horizontal line drawn from sideline to sideline 14-yards in front of each goal, 
build-out lines will encourage possession and playing the ball out of the back. When a 
goalkeeper has the ball in hand or takes a goal kick, the opposing team remains behind the 
build-out line until the ball is put into play. This line also indicates where offside can be 
called, as teams cannot be called for offside between the midfield and build-out line. As part 
of small-sided standards, there will be no offside infraction before the U-9 age group. New 
rules also ban headers as well as punts and drop kicks from the goalkeeper.  
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  DIVISIONS   

U5/U6 U8 U10 U12 U14 

3 v 3 4 v 4 7 v 7 9 v 9 11 v 11 

Play in town only 
 

Play other towns 
 

Play other towns 
 

Play other towns 
 

Play other towns 
 

Field:  
25-35 yrd Length 
15-25 yrd Wide 

Field:  
25-35 yrd Length 
15-25 yrd Wide 

Field:  
55-65 yrd Length 
35-45 yrd Wide 

Field:  
70-80 yrd Length 
45-55 yrd Wide 

Field:  
100-130 yrd Length 
50-100 yrd Wide 

Coach on the field Coach from sideline Coach from sideline Coach from sideline Coach from sideline 

4’ H x 6’ W goal 
(maximum size) 
 

4’ H x 6’ W goal 
(maximum size) 
 

6.5’ H x 18.5’ W goal 
(maximum size) 
 

7’ H x 21’ W goal 
(maximum size) 
 

8’ H x 24’ W goal 
(maximum size) 
 

No goalie No goalie (Ball may not 

be played in the goal box) 

Goalie 
 

Goalie 
 

Goalie 
 

No Offsides No Offsides Offsides called Offsides called Offsides called 
 

No headballs No headballs No headballs Headballs allowed Headballs allowed 
 

Size 3 ball Size 3 ball Size 4 ball Size 4 ball Size 5 ball 
 

No referees 1 referee Referee and two ARs Referee and two ARs Referee and two ARs 
 

16 minute halves 20 minute halves 25 minute halves 30 minute halves 35 minute halves 
 

 

RULES & REGULATIONS 

 5 minute halftime  

 Coin toss determines who gets the ball to start 

 All teams have unlimited substitutions on dead balls, U8 & older must go to the middle of 
the field and be beckoned in by the official 

 Each player must play at least half of the game. It is the coach’s responsibility to make 
sure this happens 

 The clock will run continuously except for injuries 

 SHIN GUARDS ARE REQUIRED.  

 NO SLIDE TACKLING 

 Goalies must wear the goalie shirts/jerseys provided 

 Cleats are allowed (no toe cleat, no metal spikes) 
 Sportsmanship Rule: Unsportsmanlike conduct, i.e. name-calling, swearing, etc., will 

not be tolerated. Site supervisors and/or umpires are required to take the following 
immediate actions should it occur by any participant, parent or fan:  

a. 1st Offense (Warning): Participant will sit the remainder of the game; if action 
occurs within the last 15 minutes of or following the game, the participant will not 
be allowed to play the next game.  

b. 2nd Offense: Participant will be eliminated from season play. Registration fees 
will not be refunded.  
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Soccer Coaching Rules 

There are seventeen rules or “Laws” in soccer.  Most of the rules get modified for youth soccer 
but can vary from league to league.  Here is your quick reference of the modified laws.   
 

1. Field Dimensions:  Modified for youth to promote lots of touches on the ball. Fields can be 20’ 
wide x 30’ long for 3 v 3 games and up to 70’ wide x 110’long for 11 v 11 games. 

2. Ball size:  A #3 is used for players U5 to U8.  A #4 for players U10 to U12.  U14 use a #5 ball. 
3. Number of players:  Modified from 3 players for U5-U6, 4 players for U8, 7 players for U10, 9 

players for U12 and 11 for U14. 
4. Player’s equipment:  Shin guards are required.  No jewelry and no baseball cleats because the 

front cleats stick out. 
5. Referees:  Modified.  The referee’s main concern is the safety of the players.  The ref enforces all 

the rules of the game.  3v3 leagues do not use a referee. 4 v 4 leagues use 1 referee. 
6. Assist referee:  In U10-U14 games there are two assistants helping the referee control the game. 
7. Duration of the game:  Modified.  The official time is two 45-minute halves.  With youth leagues it 

can range from two 20 min. Halves up to 45.   
8. Start of play:  The kickoff is taken at the center spot and is determined by a coin toss.  The ball 

has to move to start the half. Each player must be in his or her half of the field.  If a referee has to 
do a drop ball, the play resumes when the ball hits the ground. 

9. Ball in and out of play:  The ball is out of play when it COMPLETELY goes over the goal line or 
touch-line.  It doesn’t matter whether it's in the air or on the ground.  The line is in. 

10. Method of scoring:  The ball must COMPLETELY go across the line into the goal. 
11. Off sides:  One of the most complicated laws of the game.  The basic concept is that a player 

must have at least one defender (not including the goalkeeper) between him and the goal WHEN 
the ball is played to him.  Also to be off sides, the player must be in the opponent's side and 
looking to gain an advantage. 

12. Fouls and misconduct:  At the youth level most fouls are due to pushing, holding or tripping and 
result in a free kick.  Other ones to watch out for are handballs and charging. 

13. Free Kicks:  There are two types.  A direct and indirect.  At the youth level most free kicks are 
classified as indirect.  This means a goal may not be scored until the ball has been played or 
touched by a second player of either team. 

14. Penalty Kick: If a player commits a foul in their own penalty area a Penalty kick will be 
awarded.  The kick is taken twelve yards out from the goal.  The goalie must stand on their line 
and cannot move until the ball is kicked.  No other players are in the goal box. 

15. Throw in:  The thing to teach your players is both feet have to be on the ground, must have two 
hands on the ball, and the throw must come from behind the players head.  The penalty for a bad 
throw in is that the opposing team gets the ball.   

16. Goal Kick:  A goal kick is granted when the attacking team kicks the ball over the goal line.  The 
kicker may not touch the ball again until it has left the penalty area and has been touched by 
another player on either team. 

17. Corner kick:  A corner kick is awarded when the defending team kicks the ball over their own goal 
lien.  A goal may be scored directly from a corner kick. 
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ECK YOUTH SPORTS LEAGUE 

 US YOUTH SOCCER AGE CHART BY SEASONAL YEAR 
 

What are the Different Age Groups in Youth Soccer? 
Due to recent mandates by US Soccer, all soccer clubs in the US are switching to birth year to determine 
what age group a player plays in.  For instance a player born in the year 2006 will play in the U14 age group 
for the 2019-20 season.   
 
Also note that the format “U followed by age” really means that age and younger. For example, U8 should 
be read as 8 and younger.  
 
Use this chart to determine the appropriate age group for your player for the 2019-20 season.   

        

 Soccer Age Chart by Division  

   School Year  

 Birth Year 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24  

 2020        U6  

 2019      U6 U6  

 2018    U6 U6 U6  

 2017   U6 U6 U6 U8  

 2016 U6 U6 U6 U8 U8  

 2015 U6 U6 U8 U8 U10  

 2014 U6 U8 U8 U10 U10  

 2013 U8 U8 U10 U10 U12  

 2012 U8 U10 U10 U12 U12  

 2011 U10 U10 U12 U12 U14  

 2010 U10 U12 U12 U14 U14  

 2009 U12 U12 U14 U14 15+  

 2008 U12 U14 U14 15+ 15+  

 2007 U14 U14 15+ 15+ 15+  

 2006 U14 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+  

 2005 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+  

 2004 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+  

 2003 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+ 15+  
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1.2.  Volleyball 

3rd-6th grade 

 Volley lite volleyballs will be used. 

 A match will consist of the best 2 out of 3 sets with rally scoring.  First two sets played to 
25 and a last set, if needed, to 15.  Sets must be won by at least 2 points. 

 Each team is responsible for providing one volunteer to keep score and another 
volunteer to be a line judge. 

 A coin toss by the ref at the beginning of the game will decide which team has the first 
serve and the other team will then choose which side they want to start the first game 
on. 

 If the ball hits the ceiling and comes back down on the same side of the court the ball is 
still in play, as long as it is not the 4th hit. 

 If the ball hits the ceiling and comes back down on the other side of the court the ball is a 
side-out. 

 A team is allowed to start and play the game with 5 players. 

 The server cannot serve the ball until the referee blows the whistle.  The server has 8 
seconds to then serve the ball. 

 Overhand and underhand serving is allowed.  NO JUMP SERVES. 

 Blocking is not allowed. 

 Each team is allowed one 30 second timeout per set.  

 Pre-game warm up: each team will receive 4 minutes of court time followed by 2 minutes 
of serving by both teams together. 

 
3rd/4th grade rules 

 The serving line with be 10ft in from the baseline and marked with tape. 

 Foot faults will not be called on the first offense but will be called on consecutive 
offenses 

 Each player is allowed to serve up to 5 consecutive serves then the ball will be given to 
the other team, however no point will be awarded. 

 
5th/6th grade rules 

 The serving line will be 5 ft from the baseline and marked with tape. 

 Foot faults will be called. 

 Each player is allowed to serve up to 5 consecutive serves then the serving team will 
rotate and the serve will be given to the next player in the serving position. 
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1.3.  Flag Football 

 

 

FIELD  Length - 70 yards       Width - 30 yards       End Zone – 10 yards 

TIME  Games are played on a 40 minute continuous clock with two 20 minute halves unless one 

team gains a 28-point advantage, which will then end the game. Clock stops only for timeouts 

or injuries. Halftime is 5 minutes. 

TIMEOUTS  Each team has a 60-sec. & 30-sec. time out per half. Time outs do not carry over to 2nd half.  

DIVISION/BALL 1st -2nd Grade (Jr Size Ball), 3rd - 4th Grade (Jr Size Ball)  

PLAYERS  5-man football (if not enough players, the coach will center the ball and we will play with 4) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
5 on 5 Flag Football Overview: As you begin practicing with your flag team, tell them this: During training camp, 

NFL and college teams do just what your team is doing – passing and catching with no tackling. This is the way the 

pros practice and learn. Flag football is the real thing. Flag is similar to what you play in the park and what the pros 

play on TV. There are downs, yardage, set plays, and, instead of ball-stopping tackles, flags to pull. Players will 

begin to learn the positions of football and their respective responsibilities, especially those involved in the passing 

game.  

 

While it is natural that the better athletes will assume dominant roles in flag, make every attempt to share 

responsibilities. Let several players try playing quarterback. Let different players try running the ball and defending 

the pass. Their knowledge and experience of the different positions will make them better all-around players. 

 

Among skills, passing and catching are, of course, key. Running with the ball is also something to work on. Drills in 

practice can help players get used to pulling flags, and to making defenders avoid flags. 

On defense, show players both zone and man-to-man types of defense. Try them both in our games so players can 

experience these styles for themselves. Flag can be as simple or as complicated as you want to make it. Let the skill 

level of your players be your guide. 

 

UNIFORM   

 Rec Shirt or Team Color. 

 Cleats are allowed (no metal spikes) 

 A mouthpiece must be worn at all times.  

 All jerseys MUST be tucked in before play begins. The flags must be on the player’s hips and free from 

obstruction. Deliberately obstructed flags will be considered flag guarding. 
 

POSSESSION  
Coin toss determines 1st possession taken on 5 yard line.  

 The offensive team takes possession of the ball at their 5 yard line and has four (4) plays to cross the 

midfield. Once a team crosses midfield, it has four (4) plays to score a touchdown. If the offense fails to 

score, the ball changes possession and the new offensive team takes over at the point of possession.  
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 1st-2nd has 45 seconds to snap the ball before each play. 3rd -4th & 5th-6th have 30 seconds to snap the ball 

before each play.  
 

SCORING  

 Touchdown: 6 points  

 Safety: 2 points  

 Extra points:  1 point (pass made from the 5 yard line “no running zone”) PASS ONLY  

2 points (pass or run made from the 12 yard line)  

2 points (interceptions returned on all conversion attempts are 2 points)  

 If the score is tied at the end of 40 minutes, teams move directly into overtime 
 

OVERTIME 

 A coin toss determines first possession in overtime is taken on the 5 yard line. 

 The first team to score wins 

 There are no timeouts in OT. 
 

FLAG PULLING 

 A legal flag pull takes place when the ball-carrier is in full possession of the ball.  

 Defenders can dive to pull flags but cannot tackle, hold or run through the ball-carrier when pulling flags.  

 It is illegal to attempt to strip or pull the ball from the ball-carrier’s possession at any time.  

 If a player’s flag inadvertently falls off during the play, the player is down immediately upon possession of 

the ball and the play ends. The ball is placed where the flag lands.  

 A defensive player may not intentionally pull the flags off of a player who is not in possession of the ball.  

 Flag guarding is an attempt by the ball-carrier to obstruct the defender’s access to the flags by stiff arming, 

dropping the head, hand, arm or shoulder or intentionally covering the flags with the football jersey. 
 

RUNNING  

 One lateral or pitch is allowed, multiple hand-offs are allowed.  

 “No running zones” located 5 yards from each end zone and 5 yards on either side of midfield are designed 

to avoid short-yardage, power-running situations. Must pass across these areas.  

 The player who takes the handoff can throw the ball from behind the line of scrimmage.  

 Once the ball has been handed off, the defense can rush.  

 Spinning is allowed, but players cannot leave their feet to avoid a defensive player (no diving or hurdling).  

 The ball is spotted where the ball carrier’s forward most foot is when the flag is pulled, not where the ball 

is.  

 Quarterback can only run after the ball is snapped in an area outside of the “No Running Zone” and 

only if a defender has crossed the line of scrimmage with both feet.  
 

PASSING  

 All passes must be forward and received beyond the line of scrimmage. Only one forward pass is allowed 

per play. Anyone can throw the ball from behind the line of scrimmage.  

 Shovel passes are allowed but must be received beyond the line of scrimmage.  

 The quarterback has a seven-second “pass clock.” If a pass is not thrown within the seven seconds, the play 

is dead, the down is consumed and the ball is returned to the line of scrimmage. Once the ball is handed off, 

the 7-second rule is no longer in effect. 

o If the QB is standing in the end zone at the end of the 7-second clock, the ball is returned to the 

line of scrimmage (LOS).   

 Interceptions change the possession of the ball at the point of interception. Play is ruled dead when the new 

ball carrier’s flag is pulled.  

 Interceptions are returnable but not on conversions after touchdowns. 
 

RECEIVING  

 All players are eligible to receive a pass, including the quarterback if the ball has been handed off behind 

the line of scrimmage.  

 Only one player is allowed in motion at a time.  

 A player must have at least one foot in bounds when making a reception.  
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DEAD BALLS  

 Ball must be snapped between legs, not off to one side, to begin play. (Coach can snap to the side) 

 Substitutions may be made on dead balls.  

 Play is ruled “dead” when:  

o Ball carrier’s flag is pulled.  

o The ball hits the ground.  

o Ball carrier steps out of bounds.  

o Touchdown or safety is scored.  

o Ball carrier’s knee, hip, back, or arm hits the ground.  

o Ball carrier’s flag falls out in traffic. If player is on a breakaway and flag falls out when no one is 

around, the play will continue until touched by defender. (Decision is made by referee.)  

 

Note: There are no fumbles. The ball is spotted where the ball carrier’s feet were at the time of the fumble.  

 

BLOCKING  

 No tackling, blocking or “screening” is allowed at any time. 

 Offensive players without the ball must stop their motion once the ball has crossed the line of scrimmage. 

No running with the ball-carrier. 

 

RUSHING THE QUARTERBACK  

 All players who rush the passer must be a minimum of seven yards from the line of scrimmage when the 

ball is snapped. Any number of players can rush the quarterback. Players not rushing the quarterback can 

defend on the line of scrimmage.  

 Once the ball is handed off, the seven-yard rule no longer is in effect and all defenders may go behind the 

line of scrimmage.  

 A special marker, or the referee, will designate a rush line seven yards from the line of scrimmage. 

Defensive players should verify they are in the correct position with the official on every play.  

o A legal rush is:  

 Any rush from a point 7 yards from the defensive line of scrimmage.  

 A rush from anywhere on the field AFTER the ball has been handed off by the 

quarterback. 

 If a rusher leaves the rush line early (breaks the 7 yard area), they may return to the rush 

line, reset and then legally rush the quarterback. 

 If a rusher leaves the rush line early and the ball is handed off before he/she crosses the 

line of scrimmage, he/she may legally rush the quarterback.  

o A penalty may be called if: 

 The rusher leaves the rush line before the snap crosses the line of scrimmage before a 

handoff or pass – illegal rush (5 yards from the line of scrimmage and first down).  

 Any defensive player crosses the line of scrimmage before the ball is snapped – offsides 

(5 yards from line of scrimmage and first down).  

 Any defensive player not lined up at the rush line crosses the line of scrimmage before 

the ball is passed or handed off – illegal rush (5 yards from the line of scrimmage and 

first down).  

o Special circumstances: 

 Teams are not required to rush the quarterback with the seven second clock in effect. 

 Teams are not required to identify their rusher before the play.  

 Players rushing the quarterback may attempt to block a pass; however, NO contact can be made with the 

quarterback in any way. Blocking the pass or attempting to block the pass and then making contact with the 

passer will result in a roughing the passer penalty.  

 The offense cannot impede the rusher in any way. The rusher has the right to a clear path to the 

quarterback, regardless of where they line up prior to the snap. If the “path or line” is occupied by a moving 

offensive player, then it is the offense’s responsibility to avoid the rusher. Any disruption to the rusher’s 

path and/or contact will result in an impeding the rusher penalty. If the offensive player does not move 

after the snap, then it is the rusher’s responsibility to go around the offensive player and to avoid 

contact.  
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 A sack occurs if the quarterback’s flags are pulled behind the line of scrimmage. The ball is placed where 

the quarterback’s feet are when flag is pulled. 

o A safety is awarded if the sack takes place in the offensive team’s end zone. 

 No Rushing Rule for 1st-2nd grade division. Players may only cross the line of scrimmage after the ball is 

handed off.  
 

SPORTSMANSHIP RULE  

Unsportsmanlike conduct, i.e. name calling, swearing, etc., will NOT be tolerated. Site supervisors and/or officials 

are required to take the following immediate actions should it occur by any Rec participant:  

 1st Offense (Warning):  

o Participant will sit the remainder of the game. If action occurs within the last 15 minutes of or 

following the game, the participant will not be allowed to play the next game.  

 2nd Offense:  

o Participant will be eliminated from season play. Registration fees will not be refunded.  
 

PENALTIES 

 The referee will call all penalties.  

 Referees determine incidental contact that may result from normal run of play.  

 All penalties will be assessed from the line of scrimmage, except as noted. (Spot fouls)  

 Games may not end on a defensive penalty unless the offense declines it.  

 Penalties are assessed live ball then dead ball. Live ball penalties must be assessed before play is 

considered complete.  

 Penalties will be assessed half the distance to the goal yardage when the penalty yardage is more than half 

the distance to the goal. 
 

DEFENSIVE SPOT FOULS OFFENSIVE SPOT FOULS 

PENALTY ACTION PENALTY ACTION 

Defensive pass interference Automatic 1st down  Screening, blocking or 

running with the ball 

-10 yards and loss of down 

Holding Automatic 1st down  Charging -10 yards and loss of down 

Stripping +10 yards and auto1st down Flag guarding -10 yards and loss of down 
 

DEFENSIVE PENALTIES 
 

PENALTY ACTION 

Defensive unnecessary roughness +10 yards and automatic first down 

Defensive Unsportsmanlike conduct +10 yards and automatic first down 

Offside +5 yards from line of scrimmage and automatic first down 

Illegal rush (Starting rush from inside 7-yard marker) +5 yards from line of scrimmage and automatic first down 

Illegal flag pull (Before the receiver has the ball) +5 yards from line of scrimmage and automatic first down 

Roughing the passer +5 yards from line of scrimmage and automatic first down 

Taunting +5 yards from line of scrimmage and automatic first down 
 

DEFENSIVE PENALTIES 
 

PENALTY ACTION 

Defensive unnecessary roughness -10 yards and loss of down 

Offensive unsportsmanlike conduct -10 yards and loss of down 

Offside / false start -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Illegal forward pass (Any pass received or lands behind the line of 

scrimmage or throwing a pass after crossing the line of scrimmage) 
-5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Offensive pass interference -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Illegal motion (More than one person moving) -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Delay of game -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Impeding the rusher -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 

Illegal Procedure -5 yards from line of scrimmage and loss of down 
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1.4. TACKLE FOOTBALL 
 
General Rules & Regulations 

 Practices 
o First five practices must follow the following (Players added late should follow a 

similar schedule prior to contact): 
 Practice #1: no contact or no pads or helmets allowed. 
 Practice #2 and #3: no contact, helmets only. 
 Practice #4: limited contact only (maybe 20 minutes). 
 Practice #5 +: full contact, regular practice. 

o Oklahoma or similar drills are forbidden in this program, proper tackling 
techniques need to be taught. 

o Scrimmages: The program coordinator must approve all scrimmages. 
Scrimmages are not allowed after your 1st scheduled game. 

o One practice per week must be limited contact…no pads if you hold 3 practices. 

 Equipment 
o The following football equipment will be issued to all players: 

 Helmet. 
 Shoulder Pads. 
 Jersey. 
 Pants (including pads). 

o Helmets: 
 All helmets must be entirely white. 
 Helmets purchased by parents must be white with no decals. NOCSAE 

sticker must be present and up to date. 
 All decals are illegal to add to helmets. This includes American flags and 

all individual awards. 
 Teams or players that alter their helmets will not be allowed to 

participate. 
 Players or coaches that add stickers to the helmet will be responsible for 

the cost of the removal of the adhesive. No masking or duct tape. 
o Mouthpieces: Mouthpieces are mandatory. All players must wear a mouthpiece 

during practice and games. 
o Players that abuse or deface equipment are subject to disciplinary action, which 

includes but is not limited to sitting on helmets. 
o All equipment must be returned to the football room at the conclusion of the 

season. Each coach is responsible for all of his team’s coaching equipment (e.g., 
blocking dummies, balls.) to be returned to the Rec Director. 

 Equipment Turn In: 
o Players will turn their own equipment in immediately following the final game. 
o Coaches are to remind players to bring a change of clothes to their last game. 
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ALLEN COUNTY YOUTH FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 
5th/6th Grade Tackle Football 

LEAGUE RULES 
 

The Allen County Youth Football Association is an instructional league introducing our youth to tackle 
football. The league will focus on teaching fundamentals, safety, and sportsmanship. Success should be 
measured in team and individual improvements, efforts and knowledge of the game of football, not by 
wins and losses. 
 
Game Field & Equipment: 

• Games will be played on an 8-man size field. 
• Each team will have at least one home game per season minimum. The Allen County Youth 

Football Association will determine game schedules. 
• Every team shall use a junior size football. 

 
Coaches: 

• One coach from each team will be allowed on the field during play. 
• A maximum of five (5) coaches will be allowed per team. 
• Fans or parents are not allowed on the field or the sidelines. The only exception to this rule will be 

a parent or physician tending to an injured child. 
 

Players: 
• Each team will play eleven kids. 
• Any participating town that has equal to or greater than 32 registered players is required to split 

and form 2 teams for the respective age group. 
• Each player must play a minimum of one play in two quarters. 
• Each team shall mark all fifth (5th) grade player helmets with emblem/logo to allow referees a 

clear notice that the player is a 5th grader. 
• All teams are required to have a minimum of three (3) 5th grade players on the field at all times. 
 

General: 
• Four quarters will be played, each quarter will last ten minutes. 
• Regular clock will be used during the last two minutes of each half. 
• The clock will be stopped at any time during the game for injuries, equipment, touchdowns, extra 

points, kickoffs, time outs, penalties, and change of possession. 
• The clock will continue to run during the entire first and third quarters except for the times listed 

above, and the first eight minutes of the second and fourth quarters. 
• First down markers will be used. 
• The offense will have 30 seconds to snap the ball after the ball has been set for play. Warnings 

shall be issued, unless the referee deems it to be habitual. Then a 10 yard penalty will be 
enforced. 

• Any punt that hits the back of the line shall be deemed a dead ball and turn over on downs. 
 

Offense: 
• High school rules apply. 
 

Defense: 
• There is no limit to the number of players that will be allowed in the box. 
• All other high school rules apply. 
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Kickoffs: 
• The ball will be kicked from the thirty-yard line. 
• All kickoffs are live. 
• When the ball is kicked out of bounds, the return tem will have the option to put the ball on their 

own thirty-yard line, have the ball kicked again with a five-yard penalty, or placed at the spot 
where the ball went out of bounds. 

• The ball will be placed at the 15-yard line when it is kicked out of the end zone or downed by the 
receiving team. 

 
Punts: 

• Punts will be not be live. 
• Neither team will make contact or movement until the ball has been punted. 
• Receiving must have eight men within 5 yards of the line of scrimmage. 
• Any violation of these rules by either team will result in a five-yard penalty. 
 

Scoring: 
• Touchdowns 6 points 
• P.A.T. Run 1 point 
• P.A.T. Pass 2 Points 
 

Weight Restrictions: 
• No Player may line up in the backfield (QB, TB and FB) or take a hand off, if they are over 125 

pounds. 
• A player’s weight will be determined at the start of the season before the first scrimmage 

(Jamboree). All players must be fully suited at weigh in. Any player not attending official weigh in, 
will be deemed ineligible to run the ball during the entire season. If a player is not available to 
attend official weigh in, prior arrangements must be made with league commissioner for a pre-
weigh in opportunity. All league decisions on weight are final, and no other weigh-in will be 
scheduled after official weigh in. 

• Each head coach will be responsible for every player being weighed in and turning in a complete 
roster of players by number by the Jamboree. 

 
Other: 

• Mercy Rule – If a team is winning by thirty points in the first half we will continue the half with 
regular clock rules. If a team is still winning by 30 points at any time in the second half, we will 
have a running clock except for touchdowns, PAT’s injury time outs, or coach’s time outs. 

 
Team Responsibilities: 

• Every team is required to provide liability insurance on its players. 
• Maintenance, reconditioning, or replacement of all equipment is each teams responsibility. 
• Fundraisers are to be done by each individual town/teams, including team sponsorships, raffles, 

auctions, benefit dinners, etc.. 
• Player registration fees are to be determined by individual towns/teams. 
• The home team is required to provide game officials. 
• Crowd control of fans and parents are the respective coaching staff’s duty. 
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2. WINTER SPORTS 
 
2.1. BASKETBALL 

 

Grades 3rd-6th Game Rules & Regulations 
 
All games are played by National Federation rules with the exception of the following: 

 Warm-up time: All games will begin no less than 5 minutes following the previous game. It is 
the official’s decision to allow for more time between games. 

 Pre-Game: 
o A team must have 3 players in order to avoid a forfeit. Some games do run ahead of 

schedule and it’s the responsibility of the coach to have the team on the court when 
the officials call for starters. 

o It’s the responsibility of the coaches to accurately complete the scorebook with the 
proper numbers for each player. 

o It is the responsibility of each team to provide one scorekeeper or clock operator. 
Failing to provide personnel for these tasks will result in a forfeit of the game. 

o The scorekeeper is the official scorer of the game. Clock is secondary. 

 Playing Time: It is required that all players play at least half of each contest. It’s the coach’s 

responsibility to substitute players to meet this requirement. There will be no stopping the 

contest for substitutions. Substitutions can be made per KSHSAA guidelines. 

 Jump Ball: The game will begin with a jump ball. Then will go to alternate possession. 

 Timeouts: Each team is allotted four timeouts per game. Each time out will be a maximum 

of one minute in length. Each team will be given an additional timeout for each overtime. 

 Half-time: Half-time will be 5 minutes. 

 Inbound Passes: Regular NFHS rules apply. 

 Technical Fouls: Any technical foul called on a coach or a member of his/her bench will 

result in immediate ejection from the game and the gymnasium. Any unsportsmanlike 

technical called on bench personnel will also result in the coach losing his/her practice and 

game coaching privileges for the remainder of the season. 

 Coaches Box: The coach’s box rule will not be enforced but only one coach at a time is 

allowed to be standing during the game. The first infraction receives a warning. The second 

infraction results in a technical and ejection.  

 Jerseys: Players must wear the appropriate designated t-shirts or jersey. 

 Game Ball:  
o 3rd-4th Grade: Size 5, circumference 27.5”, 17 oz. 
o 5th-6th Grade: Size 6, circumference 28.5”, 20 oz. 

 Game Lengths: 2, 20-minute halves, the clock will not stop except for timeouts and the last 
two minutes of the second half. No stopping of clock for reasons stated above except for 
time outs, technical fouls, injuries and other occurrences as deemed by the officials.  

o If the score is more than 10 points in the second half the clock will remain running. 
(If the score drops with in 10 during the last 2 minutes the clock will revert to a stop 
clock. Once greater than 10 it will again run). 

 Defense: Teams may play man to man or zone defense. 
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 Full court press:  
o 3rd-4th Grade: No pressing. Once a team gains possession, the opposing team must 

retreat to the defensive end of the court. Possession is defined by securing of the 
ball with one or two hands or a controlled dribble. Any defensive act or movement 
in the backcourt that causes the offensive team to lose control or possession will 
result in the offensive team retaining possession by a throw-in at half court and a 
“press” warning will be issued to the defensive team. Each team is allowed two 
warnings per game. Each subsequent infraction will result in a two shot technical 
foul and the shooting team will retain possession via throw-in at half court. 

 Double Team/Multi-player Defense: A team is allowed to have multiple 
players defend an offensive player within the “3 Point” line only. Any multi-
player defense played outside the line results in two warnings and the 3rd 
infraction results in a technical foul and the offense retaining possession. 

o 5th-6th Grade: Teams may press the last 5 minutes of the game, up to a 10 point 
lead. Pressing will be called a violation, proper team gets the ball out of bounds. 

 Fouls: Players foul out of the game at 5 fouls. Teams shoot one and one bonus at 7 team 
fouls. Teams shoot 2 shots once team fouls are in double bonus (10 team fouls). 

 Overtime: There will be up to two overtime periods of 2 minutes each. In the event of a tie 

at the end of the 2nd OT, the 3rd OT will be sudden death, i.e. first basket wins. Possession in 

each OT will be decided by a jump ball at center court. 

o In tournament play the above procedure will continue until the tie is broken. 

 Free Throws:  
o 3rd-4th Grade: Shooters start from the line but may follow through over the line; 

there are no line violations. 

o 5th-6th Grade: NFHS rules apply. 

 Score: Score will be kept unless the difference is 20 or more points. (Scores will be zeroed 
out at that point). 

Other fouls, violations and clarifications:  

 3rd-4th Grade: 

o “3” second violations will be called. Officials will try to encourage players to stay out 

of lane. The responsibility for teaching this rule is from the coaching staff. 

o The “3 point” shot will be allowed and scored as three points. 

o If extra time is needed to line kids up properly during a free throw, the official can 

request for the clock to be stopped to place kids in their required spots on the lane. 

o No foul can be called on a player while illegally defending in the backcourt or an 

illegal double team. The rules of illegal defense supersedes the foul.  

o Traveling may be allowed, at the discretion of the official, if the travel is not in 

excess (two or more steps) in the backcourt, frontcourt, leading to a direct basket 

and/or allowing the offensive player to gain an advantage on the defender. 

o All double dribble violations will be called. 

o All 5 second throw in and 10 second backcourt violations will be called. 

o The 5 second “closely guarded” rule will not be enforced. 

o When shooting a free throw, a player may cross the free-throw line without penalty. 

The shooter must begin the try behind the line.  

 5th-6th Grade: NFHS rules apply. 
If you have any questions on these rules please contact your ECK representative. 
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3. SPRING SPORTS 
 
3.1. SOCCER  
 

See Fall Soccer on Page 2 
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4. SUMMER SPORTS 
 
4.1. BASEBALL 
 

6U Co-Ed Modified Coach Pitch 
 

 NUMBER OF INNINGS PLAYED:   5 

 TIME LI MIT:     50 minutes 

 NUMBER OF DEFENSIVE PLAYERS:  10 (4 outfielders) 
 
BASE RUNNING 

 Base runners are not allowed to lead off. 

 Base runners are not allowed to steal. 

 Runners must stay on base until the ball is batted into play by the batter. 

 Once the ball is thrown to the player pitcher and he/she is in the pitcher's circle, the play is 
complete and no runners may advance. 
 

BATIING 

 The batting order consists of all players and stays the same throughout the game. 
o There are NO offensive substitutes! 

 If a player cannot take his turn at bat due to illness, injury, ejection, etc. his/her spot will be 
skipped. The next batter in the lineup will bat. NO AUTOMATIC OUTS WILL BE ASSESSED IN THIS 
SITUATION. 

 A coach will throw 3 pitches to the batter. 

 If the ball is not put into fair play the batter will get 2 swings off of a tee to put the ball in play 
fair. If the ball is still not put into fair play batter will be "out" and will be the next batters turn. 

 If a batter cannot put a ball in play it will not count towards the out total. Outs may only come 
from defensive plays in the field. 

 Bunting is not allowed. 

 Teams will switch after the entire lineup bats or 3 outs, whatever comes first. 

 When hitting off the tee, the player must put the ball into fair territory (within the foul lines and 
beyond the arc) in order for the ball to be considered live. 

o Any other batted ball not meeting this rule will be considered foul and the batter shall 
be retired. 

 Last Batter Rule: 
o The last batter in the lineup must be announced before the at-bat takes place. 
o If the last batter hits the ball into fair-play, he/she becomes a base runner and is allowed 

to run until he or she is pronounced out or the coaches stop play. 
 
DEFENSIVE SUBSTITUTES 

 Every defensive half inning, all players who did not participate defensively in the previous half 
inning MUST enter the game defensively for this half inning. 

 
TIME LIMIT/END OF GAME 

 No new inning shall begin with 5 minutes or less remaining in the 50 minute time limit. 
 
PLAYING FIELD 

 The diamond shall have 50 foot base lines. 
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 The pitching distance shall be 35 feet. 

 The distance from home plate to second base shall be 70 feet 8 X inches. 

 An arc will be drawn from foul line to foul line, 10' in front of home plate. 
o When the tee is used, the area bordered by the arc, the foul lines, and the back point of 

home plate shall be considered foul territory. The arc itself is not in foul territory. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 

 An umpire will be provided. Each team is allowed a maximum of two coaches on the playing 
field. 

o One coach behind the catcher at all times. 

 The score will not be kept. 

 A team may play with as few as seven (7) players. However, if a team cannot field the minimum, 
the coaches must agree to keep playing by either borrowing players from the team they are 
playing or changing the player minimum for that game. 

 
 
 

8U Baseball/Softball - Machine Pitch 
 

 NUMBER OF INNINGS PLAYED:  5 

 TIME LIMIT:    55 minutes 

 NUMBER OF DEFENSIVE PLAYERS: 10 (4 outfielders) 

 MAXIMUM RUNS PER INNING:  5 
 
BASE RUNNING 

 Base runners are not allowed to lead off. 

 Base runners are not allowed to steal. 

 Runners must stay on base until the ball is batted into play by the batter. 

 Once the ball is thrown to the player pitcher and he/she is in the pitcher's circle, the play is 
complete and no runners may advance. 

 
BATTING 

 The batting order consists of all players and stays the same throughout the game. 
o There are NO offensive substitutes! 

 If a player cannot take his/her turn at bat due to illness, injury, ejection, etc. his/her spot will be 
skipped. The next batter in the lineup will bat. NO AUTOMATIC OUTS WILL BE ASSESSED IN THIS 
SITUATION. 

 The pitching machine will pitch 5 balls to the batter. There is no penalty for swinging at all 5 
balls. If the player does not put the ball into play in the 5 pitches, the batter shall be out. 

o On the 5th pitch, if the player hits the ball foul, he shall have ONE additional pitch from 
the machine to put the ball in play. If the player fouls the extra pitch (6th pitch), he/she 
shall be ruled out. 

 Teams will switch sides after the entire lineup bats or 3 outs, whatever comes first. 
o Outs can be made by a player failing to put the ball in play from the pitching machine as 

well as defensive outs. 

 Bunting is NOT allowed. 

 Last Batter Rule: 
o The last batter in the lineup must be announced before the at-bat takes place. 
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o If the last batter hits the ball into fair-play, he/she becomes a base runner and is allowed 
to run until he or she is pronounced out or the coaches stop play. 

 3 OUTS OR ONE TIME THROUGH THE LINE-UP. 
 
DEFENSIVE 

 Every defensive half inning, all players who did not participate defensively in the previous half 
inning MUST enter the game defensively for this half inning. 

 Defensive players may not be stationed in front of the pitching machine in their respective 
positions. Players may not move in front of the pitching machine until the batter has put the ball 
into play. 

 
TIME LIMIT/END OF GAME 

 No new inning shall begin with 5 minutes or less remaining in the 55 minute time limit. 

 Games may end in a tie. 

 MERCY RULE: 
o 15 after 3 
o 10 after 4 

 
PLAYING FIELD 

 The diamond shall have 60 foot base lines. 

 The pitching distance shall be 46 feet. 
o The front leg of the pitching machine will be set at 46'. 
o The pitching speed on the machine will be set between 38-42 mph. 

 Exact speeds may vary. All efforts will be made to have the speeds set between 
38-42 mph. 

 The distance from home plate to second base shall be 84 feet 10 inches. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 

 Each team is allowed a maximum of two coaches on the playing field. 
o One coach behind the catcher at all times. 

 A team may play with as few as seven (7) players. However, if a team cannot field the minimum, 
the coaches must agree to keep playing by either borrowing players from the team they are 
playing or changing the player minimum for that game. 

 
 
 

1OU Baseball- Modified Kid Pitch Rules 
 

 NUMBER OF INNINGS PLAYED:   5 

 TIME LIMIT:    75 minutes 

 NUMBER OF DEFENSIVE PLAYERS: 10 (4 outfielders) 

 MAXIMUM RUNS PER INNING:  5 
 
BASE RUNNING 

 Base runners are not allowed to lead off. 

 Base runners must remain on the base until the ball is at or has passed the catcher. A runner 
may only steal one base per pitch, regardless of overthrow, etc. Runners may not steal home. 

 The batter is out on the third strike even if the catcher drops the ball. All other base runners 
may advance with liability to be put out. 
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 When a batter is walked, any base runners that would have been forced to the next base by the 
walk will be allowed to advance one base before the ball is hit from a coach. 

 Courtesy Runners are encouraged, for the pitcher and catcher ONLY, and must be the player 
who made the last out. 

 
BATTING 

 The batting order consists of all players and stays the same throughout the game. 
o There are no offensive substitutes! 

 If a player cannot take his turn at bat due to illness, injury, ejection, etc. his spot will be skipped. 
The next batter in the lineup will bat. NO AUTOMATIC OUTS WILL BE ASSESSED IN THIS 
SITUATION. 

 The batter is out on the third strike, even if the catcher drops the ball. 

 If a batter "walks", the offensive coach shall come out and will pitch the remainder of the count. 
The batter will have an attempt to put the ball in play instead of automatically advancing to first 
base. 

o EXAMPLE: The defensive pitcher throws 1 strike to the batter prior to the “walk”. The 
offensive coach has two pitches for the player to put the ball in play. If the defensive 
pitcher throws 2 strikes, the offensive coach has one pitch. 

o Foul balls do not extend the coach pitching. 
o If the player does not put the ball in play, he is out and the out counts towards the three 

outs/inning limit. 

 Bunting is not allowed. 
 
DEFENSIVE SUBSTITUTES 

 Every defensive half inning, all players who did not participate defensively in the previous half 
inning MUST enter the game defensively for this half inning. 

 
PITCHING 

 Umpires will be lenient on balks and illegal pitches. The only balks (baseball) to be called will be 
for quick pitches with runners on base. 

o BASEBAll: While base runners are not allowed to lead off or steal, it is still important to t 
each the pitchers that they must come to a complete stop while in the set position with 
runners on base. 

 If a pitcher walks a batter, the offensive head coach sha ll pitch two attempts to the batter. 

 A pitcher may pitch 6 innings per calendar week (Sunday-Sunday). 1 pitch = 1 inning 
 
TIME LIMIT/END OF GAME 

 No new inning shall begin with 5 minutes or less remaining in the 75 minute time limit. 

 TIE GAMES: If a regulation or complete game ends with the score tied, it will remain a tie. 

 MERCY RULE: 
o 15 runs after 3 innings 
o 10 runs after 4 innings 

 
BASEBALL PLAYING FIELD 

 The diamond shall have 60 foot base lines. 

 The pitching distance shall be 46 feet. 

 An arc will be drawn from foul line to foul line, 15' in front of home plate. 
o When the coach pitches, the area bordered by the arc, the foul lines, and the back point 

of home plate shall be considered foul territory. The arc itself is not in foul territory. 
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1OU Baseball - EKBL Rules 
 

All games verses teams outside of the ORC will be played by the ORC rules above and Cal Rip ken Rules 
with the following exceptions: 
 

1. Coaches have the option to bat their roster. Must declare at the umpire meeting. This must stay 
the same throughout the entire game. 

2. The EKBL is not a modified kid pitch league. If a batter receives 4 balls, they shall walk. The 
coach will not come out to pitch the remainder of the count. 

3. Run Rule - 15 runs after 3, 10 runs after 4 innings. 
4. Automatic outs will be assessed if a batter cannot take his place at bat when batting the line-up. 
5. Games will not remain in a tie. Games will be played until a winner is decided. 
6. Players must play in half of the team's games in order to be eligible for the tournament. 

a. Coaches will only put players who are present in their scorebook. 
 
 
 

12U Baseball Rules 
 

NUMBER OF INNINGS PLAYED:   6 
TIME LIMIT:     90 minutes 
NUMBER OF DEFENSIVE PLAYERS:  9 
MAXIMUM RUNS PER INNING:   7 
 
BASE RUNNING 

 Base runners are allowed to lead off and steal bases. 

 Base runners are allowed to steal home. 

 Courtesy Runners are encouraged, for the pitcher/catcher ONLY, and must be the player who 
made the last out. 

 
BATTING 

 The batting order consists of all players and stays the same throughout the game. 

 There are no offensive substitutes! 

 If a player cannot take his turn at bat due to illness, injury, ejection, etc. his spot will be skipped. 
The next batter in the lineup will bat. NO AUTOMATIC OUTS WILL BE ASSESSED IN THIS 
SITUATION. 

 The batter may advance on the third strike if the catcher drops the ball. 
 
PITCHING 

 A pitcher may pitch 6 innings per calendar week (Sunday-Sunday). 1 pitch = 1 inning 

 Umpires will be lenient on balks and illegal pitches. A warning shall be given on the first 
balk/illegal pitch. All balks and illegal pitches following the initial shall be penalized according to 
Official Baseball Rules. Each pitcher will be given this courtesy. 

 
DEFENSIVE SUBSTITUTES 

 Every defensive half inning, all players who did not participate defensively in the previous half 
inning MUST enter the game defensively for this half inning. (ORC) 

 
TIME LIMIT/END OF GAME 

 No new inning shall begin with 5 minutes or less remaining in the 90 minute time limit. 
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 TIE GAMES: If a regulation or complete game ends with the score tied, it will remain a tie. 

 MERCY RULE: 
o 15 runs after 3 innings 
o 10 runs after 4 innings 

 
BASEBALL PLAYING FIELD 

 The diamond shall have 70 foot base lines. 

 The pitching distance shall be 50 feet. 

 The distance from home plate to second base shall be 99 feet. 
 
12U Baseball - EKBL Rules 
All games verses teams outside of the ORC will be played by the ORC rules above and Cal Ripken Rules 
with the following exceptions: 

1. Coaches have the opt ion to bat their roster. Must declare at the umpire meeting. 
2. Run Rule- 15 runs after 3, 10 runs after 4 innings. 
3. Automatic outs will be assessed if a batter cannot take his place at bat when batting the line-up. 
4. Regulation games ending in a tie will have up to 2 extra innings played. If the score remains tied 

after 2 extra innings, the game will end in a tie. 
5. A pitch count will be assessed in the tournament according to Cal Ripken rules. 
6. Players must play in half of the team's games in order to be eligible for the tournament. 

a. Present players ONLY should be listed in the scorebook. 
 
 
 

15U Baseball Rules 
 

 NUMBER OF INNINGS PLAYED:   7 
o DOUBLE HEADERS:   First game: 7 innings, Second game: 5 innings 

 TIME LIMIT:     1 hour, 45 minutes 

 NUMBER OF DEFENSIVE PLAYERS:   9 

 MAXIMUM RUNS PER INNING:    No Maximum 
 
All games verses teams outside of the ORC will be played by Cal Ripken Rules with the following 
exceptions: 
 
BASE RUNNING 

 Base runners are allowed to lead off and steal bases, including home plate. 

 Courtesy Runners are encouraged, for the pitcher and catcher ONLY, and must be the player 
who made the last out. 

 
BATTING 

 Coaches may not bat their roster. 

 Dropped third strike is a live ball in accordance with Official Baseball Rules. 
 
PITCHING 

 A pitcher may pitch 7 innings per calendar week (Sunday-Sunday). 1 pitch = 1 inning 

 Umpires will NOT be lenient on balks and illegal pitches. One warning per team (not per pitcher) 
will be given. 

 Pitchers may not re-enter the game at the pitching position. 
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TIME LIMIT/ END OF GAME 

 No new inning shall begin with 5 minutes or less remaining in the 1:45 time limit. 

 TIE GAMES: If a regulation or complete game ends with the score tied, the game will be played 
until a winner is determined. 

 RUN RULE: The mercy rule is: 
o 15 runs after 3 innings 
o 10 runs after 4 innings 

 
BASEBALL PLAYING FIELD 

 The diamond shall have 90 foot base lines. 

 The pitching distance shall be 60 feet, 6 inches 
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4.2. SOFTBALL  
 

GENERAL RULES 

The ECKYSL will play by ASA Rules, except for the following: 

 League Fee’s will be $125.00 Dollars per team 

 The League will provide game balls for the tournament 

 Gate Fee for league tournaments - $2 MAX Per Person. Players and Coaches Are Free 

 Medals and trophies will be giving out only at tournament 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place metals and 
trophy only 

 There will be a scheduling meeting for all teams involved Sunday, May 5, 2019 at 1:00 pm at the 
Ozone in Osawatomie: 

o 14U @ 1:00. 12U @ 2:00, 10 @3:00, and 8 at 4:00 
Teams are to bring: 

 Check for $125.00 per team 

 Roster for team (last addition to team must be given by June 14, 2019) 
 

 ASA or NFHS balls will only be used in this league.  10 and under will uses an 11 inch ball, and 
12&14 and under will use a 12 inch ball (ORC Responsibility) 

 Roster batting will be used in all leagues 

 10U runs allowed will be 6 per inning this includes last inning  

 12U&14U runs allowed will be 7 per inning this includes last inning  

 No Walk League for 10 and Under league, coach comes in after the pitcher has thrown the 
fourth ball and coach inherits the count and get three pitches or called third strike, before the 
batter is called out  *see attached sheet  

 Coaches that want to protest a RULE INTERPRETATION must pay a $25.00 dollar fee right then 
and there, plus have a written protest by the end of the game.  Umpires that are involved in that 
game must also be required to have a written statement 

 Umpires must be KSHSAA, ASA, USSSA or League trained to umpire a game 

 Umpires must be at least 14 years or older to umpire games (16 years of age or older to be 
employed by ORC) 

 Umpires not ASA certified will need to come to league training  

 Umpires are required to wear powder blue, or navy shirts with gray or tan shorts/pants 

 Game times will be as the following 10U will be 70 minutes 

 Game times for 12U & 14U will be 75 minutes 

 Games times will be at 6:00 and 7:30 pm for all towns involved unless special arrangements are 
made between the two towns 

 Rain Outs have to be called in no later than two o’clock to give ample amount of time to contact 
players (ORC will contact coaches by 3:30 pm) 

 League Fee’s will carry over to next year for each league, and will be discussed on what to do 
with extra money 

 Year End meeting will be scheduled (ORC Representatives will attend) 

 Make sure at the scheduling meeting that your coaches bring contact information and roster of 
girls for each team they coach (Coaches will not attend.  ORC representatives will attend) 

 To seed a tournament records will need to be given to tournament director. Three days prior to 
the tournament 

 Age as of January 1st 2017 will be the determined age of the girls, and what league they are in 
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CODE OF CONDUCT 

ARTICLE I: Players 

A. All players are expected to show good sportsmanship, on the field and off.  Vulgar language will 
not be permitted. 

B. All players are expected to accept an official’s call without argument. 
 

ARTICLE II: Coaches 

A. Coaches must follow the rules adopted by this league. 
B. Any use of tobacco or alcohol products is not permitted in the dugout, on the playing field, or on 

the ball property. 
C. Any coach using flagrant exhibition of vulgar or profane language shall be sufficient cause for 

dismissal from the game.  After a second offense, the manager or coach will be removed from 
the program. 

D. Coaches and managers will use self-restraint at all times regardless of the outcome of the plays 
and calls for the benefit of the children. 

E. Coaches and managers who deviate from the purpose of this league will be removed from their 
responsibilities.  

F. Any behavior that deviates from the purpose or above rules should be reported to the League 
Board Members using the grievance report. 

 

ARTICLE III: Parents/Spectators 

A. All parents and/or guardians will encourage their children to participate in this program and also 
fulfill their obligations to their team such as attending practice, obeying the instructions of their 
coach(es), accepting the umpire’s calls, and cooperating with fellow teammates. 

B. Parents, guardians, and spectators are expected to set examples for their child(ren) by 
displaying respectful and sportsmanlike attitudes toward the coach(es), officials, and any other 
matter relating to the Twin Rivers Youth Softball League. 

C. Examples of unacceptable behavior are; but not limited to: 
a. Obscene words or gestures. 
b. Racial, ethnic, or sexually oriented comments. 
c. Celebrating the errors or misfortune or participants on either team. 
d. Attempting to distract or interrupt a participant’s concentration. 
e. Harassing participants, i.e. booing, jeering, or yelling at individuals. 

D. Disruptive Fan Procedure – If an official becomes aware of disruptive fan behavior the following 
procedure will be used to resolve the situation. 

1st Incident – Communicate to the coach that there is disruptive fan behavior which 

needs to cease immediately.  The official will direct the coach to inform their fan(s) that 

this behavior needs to cease immediately. This will be considered the team’s first official 

warning. 

2nd Incident – Strongly encourage the coach to have their disruptive fan(s) leave the 

area to avoid further incidents. 

3rd Incident – Play is suspended immediately.  The offending team will forfeit the game 

regardless of points scored. 
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E. If a team’s coach discovers that the disruptive fan is not their fan, they should report this to the 
game officials.  Any disruptive fan behavior should be reported to the League Board Members 
using a grievance report. 

 

ARTICLE IV: Grievance Reports 

A. Any team representative or town represented in our league may file a grievance against another 
coach or team at any time during the season in regards to detrimental behavior or acts that are 
perceived as unsportsmanlike with the League Board Members.  If a grievance is filed then the 
League Board Members will investigate the allegations and call a meeting, if needed, to 
determine the penalties against the offending person or persons.  When an agreement or 
decision has been reached the penalty will be applied immediately and enforced by the League 
Board Members or the Head of the town’s Association. 

B. All grievances must be filed, in writing, and turned into your local League Board Member. 
C. All grievances will be kept on file. 

 

8U Machine Pitch Rules 

1. Home team will be the official scorekeeper in all tournament games.  

2. Pre‐game conference between managers and umpires will take place prior to the start of the game. 

During pool or round robin play the home team will be determined by a coin toss. During bracket play 

home team will be the highest seed.  

3. No infield practice before the games. Teams may warm up on grass or in foul territory while infield is 

being prepared. No live batting practice is allowed on the field or in the complex at any time. Batting 

nets are allowed.  

4. Time limit for all games is 60 minutes. Time begins after the pre-game conference. Time limit could 

change in case of tournament interruptions. All teams should be prepared to start their game up to 10 

minutes early in case we are ahead of schedule. (This will help the tournament keep on time)  

5. Once time has expired, the game will end if the losing team is trailing by the number of allowed runs 

per half inning +1. During pool or round robin play the winning team will be determined by the last 

completed inning. During bracket play the inning will be finished if needed and ITB will be in effect.  

6. Regulation games will be defined by the type of game that it is. A. Pool / Round Robin play: Games will 

be 6 innings or time limit. If the game is tied at the end of regulation, it will be declared a tie. B. Bracket 

Play: Games will be 6 inning or time limit. Games that are tied at the end of regulation will use the ITB 

rule until a winner is declared.  

7. Run rules: 12 runs after 3 innings; 10 runs after 4 innings; 8 runs after 5 innings.  

8. Team manager may consult with the umpires; players, sponsors and other coaches are to keep out of 

discussions.  

9. No smoking or tobacco use on the field or in the dugouts.  

10. Special 8U Machine Pitch Rules Pitching Distance: The machine shall be placed with the front leg at 

35’.  
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• Speed: The machine will be set to approximately 35-37 mph. Once the machine is set it will not be 
adjusted unless the umpire agrees it needs to be adjusted.  

 An At-Bat will consist of 5 pitches or 5 swinging strikes (if the final pitch is a foul ball, the at-bat 
will continue).  

• There will be no walks.  
• No bunting will be allowed.  
• If a batted ball hits the pitching machine, the batter will be awarded 1st, and base runners will 

advance only if forced.  
 

***In order to allow 5 strikes and keep the game moving a coach will be at the backstop to assist the 

catcher. The coach can throw the ball back to the pitcher coach. The coach cannot help if the ball is 

thrown to the catcher to make a play at home.***  

Base running: The runner is allowed one base on an overthrow even if a second attempt is made to 

get the out but the runner is still at risk until they reach the next base  

• There will be no stolen bases allowed.  
• Base runners may not leave the base until the ball has been pitched by the machine.  
• On batted balls, once the ball passes into the circle the base runners must stop at the base they 

have obtained or the base that they are running to, provided the defense is not making a play on 
the runner.  

 
***To clear up any question when the ball thrown to the pitcher and passes through the circle the 

play is dead. This also allows the coach pitcher to catch a ball thrown to the pitcher to keep the game 

moving. If a ball passes through the circle but is in an attempt to throw to a base the play is still going. 

If the coach pitcher catches a ball that is not a throw to the pitcher the runners will return to the last 

base possessed***  

Defensive players may not be stationed in front of the pitching machine and in their respective 

positions. Also, players may not move in front of the pitching machine until the batter has put the ball 

in play.  

• All outfielders must remain behind the outfield arc until the ball is hit into play.  
• Two defensive coaches will be allowed on the field of play.  
• Teams will be allowed to play 4 outfielders.  
• No Infield Fly Rule.  
 

11. Roster Batting will be required during the ENTIRE tournament. Due to allowing roster batting, there 

are some additional rules that need to be clarified: A. Injury: If a batter cannot fulfill her time at bat due 

to injury or illness, that player will be eliminated from that entire game. Her spot will be skipped in the 

batting order. Teams will not be required to take an automatic out UNTIL they drop below 8 players. B. 

Ejections: A player ejection while roster batting will result in the team losing that player for the entire 

game. Her spot in the batting order WILL be an automatic out.  

12. Courtesy runner will not be allowed for 8U division.  

13. Teams can score a maximum of 5 runs per half inning.  

14. Winner of pool / round robin play will be determined by won-loss record. If tied the following 

tiebreakers will be used. 1. Most Wins 2. Runs allowed 3. Runs scored 4. Coin Flip  
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15. Teams may begin a game with 8 players.  

16. In case of a rain-shortened tournament, pool play games can be deemed official after 2 ½ innings of 

play (with home team winning) or 45 minutes of elapsed game time. This policy will only be used 

through pool play. In addition, if games are cancelled due to weather, there may be an adjustment in 

application of the tie-breaking procedures.  

We will continue on down the list until all ties are broken.  

17. If a team is playing an extra pool game, the runs allowed and the Win/Loss in that game will not 

count towards your total. However, the result of the game (win/loss) will be used in head-to-head 

consideration if a tie in pool play occurs. 

 

10U Softball Rules 

The following rules are in effect: 

NO WALK LEAGUE 

1) Each batter will face a PLAYER pitcher.  No walks will be allowed.  If a girl pitcher throws 4 balls 

(not in strike zone) to a batter, the batter will then receive up to 3 additional pitches thrown by 

an offensive coach.  The batter will assume the count of strikes previously thrown by the 

pitcher.   The batter will then have only 3 additional pitches to put the ball into play.  Once the 

coach pitches, a batter can only strike out swinging.   A batter cannot end her at bat on a foul 

ball unless the defense catches it in the air for an out.  Coach pitchers must keep both feet in the 

pitching circle when delivering a pitch. Coach pitchers do not have to pitch from the mound, 

they must start in the circle and may step over the line as they deliver the pitch. 

2) Pitcher/Coach Will Not Coach from the Circle Except to Position Batter Before Pitch …2 

Warnings will be given then the Lead Runner Will Be Called Out. 

3) Batters who are struck by a pitch from a Player pitcher without swinging at the ball shall be 

awarded 1st base.  If the batter is struck by a pitch from the Coach Pitcher, she is not awarded 1st 

base and the pitch is just counted as 1 of the 3 allowed pitches. 

4) A batted ball which strikes the Coach Pitcher before it is touched by a defensive player is ruled a 

dead ball and the pitch will be replayed as a no pitch.  A batted ball that strikes a Coach Pitcher 

after it is touched by a defensive player, will remain a live ball. 

5) Bunting is only allowed when the pitch is delivered by a Player pitcher. 

6) The infield fly rule does not apply. 

7) Stealing is allowed except for stealing home, when a Player pitcher is pitching.   The runner may 

only advance one base per pitch.  If the runner advances more than one base she is in jeopardy 

to be put out until she has safely reached a base.  If she has reached a base beyond her one 

base, time will be called and she must return to the first base she acquired on the steal.  A 

runner can never advance to home on a steal.   A player can only advance home in the following 

scenarios.  Base hit advancing runners.   Hit by pitch when the player is pitching advancing 

runners or the defense tries to get runner at 3rd out resulting in the ability to go home. 
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8) Overthrow: If the defensive team makes a play on an offensive base runner and an overthrow of 

fielder results, all runners can advance one base.  Should the defensive team throw to the 

pitchers circle, all runners must stop and return to the last base touched.  It is the responsibility 

of the base runners to reach that base safely.  Runners can be thrown out.  Umpire should call 

“time” once the ball leaves the hand of the defensive player with a throw towards the pitchers’ 

mound.  

9) Batters cannot advance to 1st base on a dropped 3rd strike.  Base runners on 1st or 2nd base may 

steal at their own risk on a dropped 3rd strike, if a Player pitcher delivered the pitch. 

10) Defense may have 10 players on the field.  No more than 6 players including the catcher may 

occupy the infield portion of the field. 

11) Roster batting – free substitutions, including the pitcher. 

12) Courtesy runners may be used for the pitcher and/or the catcher.  Courtesy runner will be the 

last available player in the lineup.   The same runner if she is the last available can be used for 

both the pitcher and the catcher in the same inning.   

13) Each half inning will end when the 6th run scores or the 3rd out is made, whichever occurs first.  

There will be no tie breakers played.  If the game ends in a tie, that is how it will be recorded, 

For League Games Only. 

14) Games are 70 minutes long, And Finish The Inning.   If the Visiting Team is up by 6 points or 

more when time has expired or if the Home team cannot score enough runs allowed in their half 

of the inning to tie the game, the game will end at the expiration of time. 

ADVANTAGES 

1) This allows the teams to develop pitchers, without embarrassing a player, trying to pitch and 

only walking girls.  With this experience, the player may never try to learn how to pitch better, 

later in her youth career. 

2) It allows you whole defensive team, to be involved in the game.  More balls will be hit and 

everyone will feel they had a part in the game.  An enjoyable experience, rather than: (example) 

the center fielder never getting a ball hit to her, due to only walks, being performed by her 

teammates. 

3) It will allow each batter a quality at-bat; a chance to hit the ball, instead of going up to bat and 

seeing 4 “balls” roll past her and all she gets to do is “walk” to 1st base. 

4) Let’s make this a learning and enjoyable experience for these young youth sports participants. 

 

12U & 14U Softball Rules 

The following rules are in effect: 

The ECKYSL adhere to ASA Rules except for the following amended league rules for the 12U and 14U age 

group 

1. Coaches may choose if they want to roster bat. This must be brought to the umpire’s attention 
at the meeting before the game.  ASA pitching rules and substitution will still be in effect if the 
pitcher is removed from the pitching position 
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2. RUN RULES…. Run rule will be 15 after 3 innings, 12 after 4 innings and 8 after 5 inning of play 
and 1 run after 7 innings of play, with a time limit of 75 minutes.   If time has expired the inning 
will be finished if needed.    If the Visitors are at bat they will finish their half of the inning 
regardless of the score and the ability to tie or go ahead.   

3. TIE BREAKER……. We will use the international tie breaker in which the last available player in 
the lineup will be placed on second base.    

4. RUN LIMIT PER INNING…..There will be a 7 run per inning run limit.  The purpose is to move the 
game along in which both teams will get the opportunity to play offense and defense several 
times in the game’s time limit.   

5. COURTESY RUNNER……A courtesy runner may be used for the pitcher and/or the catcher.  The 
courtesy runner will be the last available player not on base. (NOT THE LAST OUT) The same 
courtesy runner may be used for both the Pitcher and the Catcher in the same half inning.   

6. PROTESTING A GAME…… Coaches that want to protest a call must pay a $25.00 dollar fee right 
then and there, plus have a written protest by the end of the game.  Umpires that are involved 
in that game must also be required to have a written statement. (Judgment Calls are not subject 
to Protest.)   

7. METAL CLEATS ARE NOT ALLOWED IN 12U……. Any player caught with metal cleats while in the 
game will be subject to ejection and the coach will be restricted to the bench the remainder of 
the game. 14U players are allowed to wear metal cleats.  

8. RAINOUTS ……..Please contact visiting team by 2 PM for rainouts.   If there is a threat for 
weather please keep in contact with the opposing coach throughout the day to make a decision 
to play or not.   Ample time to call games and communication will ensure that all players can be 
contacted in case of rainouts.  

9. It is recommended that the pitcher and all infielders wear a protective mask while in the field. 

 


